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PATENT COURT

IN TNZ NAME OF THE PEOPLE

2 ji /98 (E.91
onoce on(File zZeQce)

25 May 2000
5andel

S.nior Court
Secretary a;

Registrar of the
Airlstratien Office

In sattr f att

rynda Micro Elactronic5 Germany GzH. Jakob—Kais.$te.e12, 4777 Wi.2.ich, legally represented by it anaginqirector, Jac Kyo ‘ark, ibid.,

1aintifL

- Trial counsel: ‘atent attorneys tar Near, 5taiE1eiter Srters, Naierkirchezstraae 45, &.679 Wun.ich —

Siemens G, Berlin and nich, legau.y represented by its3oard of 0irectos, the latter represented by the Chairman ofth Boards. einxich v. Piere;, i4.,

efendant.

$66
(E 582. 02. 94)

the 2nd senate (Rfllment Senate of the Federal Patent CouC,on ta basis 0 t1i oral proceadins on 25 May 2000, iit theparticipation of Presiding Judge aaumglrtner and Jud9es Dipi. -ert1 and Dipl.-tng. Prasch, P(1scel and Dipl.-tng.Schuster
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?.as reachetjie fo.liowthg ‘7rdict:

1. ropear2 Patent 0 527 66 i cecJ.ared to
be null and void, with effect for the
sovereign, territory of the Federel
ReubJ.ic of G.rzay wittio the scope of
Patent Claim 1.

2.. The Defedaet shall bear the costs of the
legal proceedings.

3, The judgment is provisionally
enforceable, with respect to the costs
for the Plaintiff, against security
amounting to 4 4Ci,000.oO.

?eta eC the cm:

The Defendant is the registered proprietor of european.patent 0 327 666 (contested patnt), which was applied for on8 Nay 1991 claining the priority of £iropean ateritplicecion 90108636 of 10 May 1390 an was granted witheffect for the Federal Rupiibl.ic of Geany as i.U. It r•lat.ito an integrated seniiconductor memory with parallel testcapabi.licy aid redundancy et1wd4 The contested patent, whi.ch
filed by the German Patent and TxadsaY1c of f.ce under the

znmber 591. 01 394, comprises 80 patent ela.si, f which patent
Z wb,ch is the Qniy patent ci contested by the

action for annulment, has the following wording, translatedfrom German, tfla isagLiage of the precedings

‘l. !ntegraced sem,ccni,icto: memory having a
parallel ‘test dovice (PT) and U block groips

- .), in which, in a test operating mode,
a plurelm.ty of groups of N emory calls (4C)
can be tested simu2.taneou31.y ir. terms of their
functioning, eae) group being urazged along a
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re!pective wore line (WL) within a epctLveone vt the o block groups (G?), an4in which the data read out jn, the process ca-nbe ‘aluated bi the pa.raLlei test device ?T),cbaactaxizd b
the foliewing features:

- the parallel test device CP’l’) serves forwriting in and evaluating data to bewritten to and read fzm the semiconductormemory,
- thc result of the evajuation, separatelyfor each group of 1 meiory celia pC), ispresent on I/O d.at lines (tOt, :02, 103)of the semicendictot tflOY.”

With it partial action fox annulment, the Plaintiff assertsthat the a ject-matter of Patent claim 1 is not patentablesince it is n.gt novel, but at any rate is revealed to the
person skilled in the art in an obrious manner by the priorart. For this purpose, it refers to the following documentspublished before the priority date:

1. Date book fr Toshiba Corporation ‘40S ifemozy roducta”,1969, pp. 313 to 331 (nnet Di):
2. Pinaki 1azum.der ‘?ara11e1 Tescin of Par .trio raults in

-•- 7 a Three-Dinsiona1 Dynamic Ra em—Access Memory” in EEZJoarna]. of Solid—State Circiits. Vol. 23, No. 4,August iaa, pp. 33 to 941 (Annex D2);
3. german Patent spec 1.eation 40 11 997 (AnnexD);4 P.nak. Kazumdex ‘ParaUe1 ?ast.ng for Pattern-Sensitive/7 ?aults in Semiconductor Random—access Memories’ in IEEETransactions on Ccuutexs, V1. 38, NO. 3 M*Ch 1999,pp. 394 to 407 (Annex D4);
5. Masayôshi a3csna at al. ‘4 M—it RANS -

jtL 12E,Journe, of Electronic qjna5miflq, Vol. 26, No. 265,January 1999, pp. 32 to 34 (nez D5)
. , rinney DP.AN DA 4 H!T AD ALTA VE0CVIA’” inELETTRONIO?h OGGI, lo, 90, 15 $oveber 1989, pp. 107 to .14and English translation (Annexes D6 and. 7).
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It furtheare ats that, before the priority date of thcontested patent, a memory chip 1K4 D.AM from ToshibaCorporation bearing the designation TCS144O0Z-80” was freelyavai1ab.e, sihoe circi.iitry re1ationsips were aralysab1ebefore the priority date of the contested patent auci whichant.cipatea the teaching of Claim 1 of the contested patent.In order to demonstrate the availability of the memory eip,it refers to Annexes oa, 05 to D7 (already presented) andadditionally submits S invoice opiez. For the analysabilityof the memazy chip and also for the presentation of .tscjrc.iits, the plaintiff submits the following documents:
1

7. Design Analysis Reports tram Semiconthictôr !nsiqhts tnc.,Canada (Aflne D8);
B.. Design na2.ysis Report from Cbipworks, Canada Annex D9)concerning the memory module TC514400Z—90 fromToshiba/Japan (1N4 DRN).

The Plaintiff m.aes its assertion that th, circuits presentedin Annex D9 originated from the memory chip TC514400a-8Q withevidence from witnesses.

The Plaintiff requests

that Zuropean Patent 0 527 B ha declared to
be null and void wiehin the scops of ‘atent
Claim 1 with effect for the •oereign territory
of the Federal lapub2.ic of Gezmaty.

The Defendant requests

that the atiom be rs)•Ottd.
alternatively it defends Vatent Claim 3. with
the proviso that the following passage be
inserted in L’atent Claim 2. before the word
band” on page 1, lime 45 of the urop.an
Patent Specification: N memory cells (MC)
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beir arranged along a wt l.ne (WIj) iO
‘y1’t.

It opposes the Plaintiff’s su.on in all points ndorsjders the C tested patent to be patez.table whin thescope contested, at any rate nsofaz as it is eent1ed .nrestricted foriu.

During the oral proceedings, Instead of Document O, theaoci4ted p’ubLised eat.rrt pp1ication. ! o ii ge, Al w
introduced itto the proceedings.

The action, whi.cb asSerts the ground of annialment of lack of
patentability, as pzovide4 in Are. t § 6 paragraph 1 No. 1
inteatt! (Znt. Pat. Trastory Law, Art. 136 para. 1 lit a
EPC in conjmction iith Art. 54 paragraphs 1, Z ad Art 56c, is col.te].y uatified.

1. The contested eatae ClajiL 1 of the contested patent
relates to an ntegrated seiconductox memory having a
paalle1 test device which i.s divided into a plurality of
block groups.

the caaiottesting a cozwent-iena1m.moy accordiqto the
prior art mentioned in the introduction to the descr.pton of
the contested patent, a respectiYe memory cell of one blocic
group together with a respective memory cell f torn each of the
remaix.ing Slock group. are simu1tai1•ousl’ tøst.d jointly in
term& of their functioning. If one (or more) of the jointly
tested memory cells La (or are) defective, then althoigb the
position of the tested memory cells within the 1ock groups is
icientiflad. on account of the a4eSsinq iata applied to the
seiconthactor memory1 j is not known, however thcthet iust
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one or a pi.rality of the simultaneously tested mazoory cell.!
is or ara--dfctje, taat is to say it i also not known
.iether orze block group or whether a plurality o block groups
contain defectia emoy celis. The possibility of identifyiag
the relevant defective bloek group(s) is at a slight, if it
is dcsied to identify the dafectivg memory cell(s) and/or its
(their) block group(s), then one is compelled to test the
semiconductor memory once again and to operate it
conventionally in doing so. This means, however, ouse of t),
parallel teat possibility and, cons.uantly, also no utilizing
of the test time reduction, specified in the prior art,
compared wit? testing without a parallel test possibility. J.
further disadvantage is that a defect Which occurs
simultaneously in all of the tested memory cells cannot be
identified.

against t1is backgrouad, the contested patent desires to
daelop such a memory in such a way that it fulfils the
£ollowixig pxovisiona

- Defects occurring on simultaneously tested
memory cells should be identifiable
irrespective of the nusber of defects,
— the poaitiø of defective memory cells
should be deterl!inabla in a single east pass,
— the raquiste space quirement ad outlay
on switching .lasuens for thq parallel test
dCvicQ should be kept to a

öi; to iàlve thu techca1 problem1 Claim I of the
contested patent proposes an inte9rated semiconductor memory
which has te following individual features and groups of
feattrea

1.) a. parallel teat davice (P?)
2.) and U slck groups
3.) in which, in a teat operating mode, a

plurality of groups of 14 memory cells (MC)
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can be teared simul-taneois1y in terms cf
..tir functioning.

4.) eacri group being arranged. along a
respective WOd line (Ht) within a
respective one of the U block groups (GP)0

5.) an in which the data read out ii the
process cai be evaluated by the parallel
test device (PT),

6..) the parallel test device (PT) serves for
writing in and evaluating data to be
written to and read from the semiconductor

L 7.) the result of the evaluation, separately
for each group of tS memory cells (MC) • is
present on I/O data lines (101, 102, 103)

of the semiconductor meery.

A semiconductor memory having memory cells iC and having a.
test da’rice PT according to Figure 1 of the contested patent
contains U black groups , genexally GP. In order to
carry oit a parallel teat ( test operating mode), i.e. a test
in which many memory cells MC are tested simultaneoisly
(— within a memory cycle), which memory celia ca.not be
written to and/or read from simultaneously in a normal
operating mode, as implemented by users of the semiconductor
memory, the parallel test device PT is provided, it serves
both for writing in data that are to ha .itlt.n to the
aem..conductcr memory, and for reading from the semiconductor
memory &ta that hay. besa wr.tten to the latter, tO

pecise

both nth normal operating mode 1! te tSSt
operating moda’ n the test operating mode, by means of the
parallel test devise PT, a plurality of group. of El memory
cells MC in each case can be tested simultaneously in terms of
their functioning. scb group of )( memory cells HC is arranged
along a respecjve werd line Wi. AU of the date that are read
out within a memory cycle can be evaluated in the parallel
test device; the result of th, evaluation is then present on
t/c data lines, aeara’tely for each group of memory cells MC..
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2. The SUbje -matter of ?atet Claim 1 of the contestedpatent n.-t1ie granted. version is not .ove1, where theeaination of the novelty of the ject-matter of Pate.ntClaim with respect to rhe earlier application cited by thepajntiff IS to Sc based (by general comsena’as nD 40 11 987 Al, thich is associated with DE 40 11 967 c2.

The earlier appl2.cation relates, as emerges in particular frogcoluu.n 9, line 55 to ccluit 10, line 22 with Figures 1, 3, 11,20, to an integrated semiconductor memory having a paralleltest device (16, 17, Z.2. 4) corresponding to Feature 1 ofpatent Claim 1 of the contested patent. The memory cells aresubdivided (Dl ... 4) into foux block groups (Feature 2). In atest operating iode, a plurality of groups of meoy cells(MC) can be simultaneously tested in terms of their
nction.ng (of. ifl particular patent Clai2 1) (Feature 3),eact group being arranged along a respective word l1.xe (W.)within a respective one of tha blOek groups (Cf. in particular

cO1u 8, lines 25 tO 31) (Faatuxe 4), The data read. out in
the process can be evaluated, by the parallel tgt dev.oe (of.in particular Patent Claim 1, column 16 lines 36 to 40)(Feature 5).

parallel test device (PT) according to the earlierappiicatioi serves for writing in and evaluating data to be
written to azd read from the semiconductor neiory (of. in
particular igur.s 20 to 22 and. ool1 7, line 20 to column 8,
line 6S) (Featu. 6). The result of the eva.luation, separately
fo each group of memory cells (1, ia presetit o !/Odaa

-1ines (31 to 34) ófth semiconductor memory (cf in
particular Figure 3 and column 10, Line 45 to column 11,
line 22) (Festjire 7).

Although the Defendant objects that, according to the
exezuplazy embcdim*nt as shown in rigur. 2, the outp.t of the
error detector (the result of the evaluation) ia not passed
onto the I/O data lines, this is of no importance since Figure
3 relates to a variant wtjc, besides Features 1 to L also
has Feature 7 since the test results are applied separately to
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the inpt/tpt te in.ala (31. to 34) v.a the respectiverna.tchig l.LAe (ML1 to Z4L4) (Cf. in perticuLar column 9,line 6 to co1..mr, o, line B)..

Accordingly, the earlier application 1as 1i the features ofthe integrated icothctr menory of ?atant C].a.m 2. of thecontested patent, whicb cus 15ck5 novelty and which,
therefore, can ta,. ne validity.

3. Altilough the subject-matter of Patent Claim 2. of the
contested patent in the defended version in accordance with
the Defandant’ alternative petition is novel, it is not based

— on an. inventive aep.

a. The subaCt—atter of the Patent Claim 1 suhitted by the
Pefendazit in accordance with the alterna.tive petition differs
.n its preaile from Claim 2. according to the main petition bythe fact that after Feature 4 — in accordance with the
analysis of features of Patent Claim 2. of the contacted patent
— tne following is additionally inserted ( Feature 4.a): “N
memory ce3js (MC being arranged along a word line (WI..) and
M < N”. This is materially not a clarification but rather a
restriction, since according to tfla main petition the group
can also encopa.ss all the memory cells along a word line,
which is precluded y the fomnulatian according to the
alternatire petition.

The jnsted featu. is disclosed both in the original
docueits and in the contested patent spacification.. Patent
CLa 2. of the contested- patent reads “in Which, .n a test
operating mode, a plurality of groups of 14 memory cells (MC)
can b tted simultaneously in terzs of theiZ ctio.n.
This can mean that •ithr all the memory cells on a word line
or oust a subgroup are tested sinultaneoj,2.y Tile exemplary
embodiment according to riqure 3 reveals to the person skilled
in the art that a plurality of qoupa of 14 memory cells are
arranged on a word line, which are each selected via a bit
swjtc (3$W) . t4oreove:, the aurnant does not extend the
scope of protection of the granted patent since the teaching

I.
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iat was iitiaii foulate4 more broadly has been restrictedto a narrowe teaching and rjis feature can a.2.o be fsCognizedas belonging to the claimed invention in the description (cf.cM tGerm.an Federa’. Si.preme Court) B!Z 1991, 18 —

odenwaize).

b. Sy virtue of this additionally included feature, the
subject-matter of Patent claim 2. of the riteeted patent ia no
longer anticipated in a manner preud.iciaI. to novelty.

Altoi.g1 the Plaintiff is of the opinion that the person
skilled, in the art 9ehers fto ‘atent Claim 1. of
E 40 11 981 L that it is also possible for just some of the
memory cells arranged on a word line to e test.
simultaneously, th. formulation “a plurality of memory ell”
choi.n in the patent claim therein nonetheless does not
unequivocally reveal whet is meant thereby. Thus, the person
sii1ed in the art will consult the description for further
information, where he does not fifld advice to similtanaously
test only group. of memory cells oe a word Line but rather
orly the advice to siltameously test all the memcy cells
arranged on a word line (cf. e.g. coln 7, lines 58 to 64 and
coli.n 6, lines 26 to 3B).

The integrated semiconductor meszøry according to Claim 1 in
accordance with the alternative petition is revealed to the ç
person $kill in the art in an obvious manner, however, by
the paper by ?inaki Nazumde; “Parallel Testing of Parametric
7aults in a Three—Dimensional Dynamic Radom-ACceS$ Memory” in

nalai Solid-State Circuits, YoL1 23,f*o4,
A,.gust 199G. pp. 933 to 941.

This reference discusses the parallel testing of memory Cells
in a dynamic SAN; it thn. relates to an integrated semi
conductor memory having a parallel teat device (Featlre 2).
This semiconductor memory has a plurality of block groups
(P subarrays) (Feature 2L. In a test operating mode (Cf. in
particular page 935, left-hand column; ‘tist mod&’h a
plurality of groips of memory cells can be tested
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sultaneolisly in erm. of their uncticning (cf. inparticilar Wigure 1). Tb. saving in test tizue is determined bythe tXU -,1F. In this case1 p the number ofsu.ba:ayS. ts fact that the number of subarrays influencesthe test time reduction (cf. in partiu.1ar page 934, left-handcc1n, lines 11 to 13) indicates to the parson skilled in theart that the test is carried out simultaneously in thesuarrays (Feature 3). in one of the test nodes described,each group is a anged along a respective word line within arespsOti7Q One Of the block groups (of. in pa.ticularWiguxe ic and page 934, right-hand cou’n, last paragra,lines 1 and 2) (Featux• 4).. The P.?IN i organized in the testnode in such a way that the M memory ceils (qzoup j) to betested are arranged along a word line N (b in this doauent)
s < N, (of. in artiu1ar hstract andpage 934, right-hand CQlu1n, section II. lines 2. to 15)• (feature 4a). The date read oit during the teat can beevaluated by the parallel test device (Cf. in particularpage 934, left—hand co1un, fo’.ith lins fton the bottom - 0/1detector) (Fea:tre 5).

The parallel test device (P’T) serves for writing in andevaluating data ‘to be written to and read from te
5eniconducter memory (cf. e.g. page 934, left—hand celuzun,lines 2. to 5). !ach subarray contains a detector, i.e. a testdevice (of. in particular page 934, latt—band column.. 2.astfour linac), which produces the test result separately for
each group of eory cells. The person skifled in the art must
route these results to th. outside in order to evaluate them.
?astsvaluat.on o the rest necessitates that the ind.i.viduallyproduced resui.ts be iad.e available as fast as possible1 which
neans outputting them simultaneousJ.y, that is tQ say
sepazately. ror t). otputtiriq the person skilled in the art.
is offered those acisting tecrinals wh.ici are nec currently
;.quired; these ax. the !/O date lines, so that it lies within
the scope o the knowledge and ability of the average person
skilled in the arc to apply th. result of the evaluation,
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separately for eect gxo z memory cells (MC), to t/O datalines 101, io, ro r t seicnthzctor memory (Featu:e 7).Therson skilled in the art thus arrives at thes1ject-tter of the restricted Patent Claim 1 according tothe alter-native petition, without G!flploying an izw.ntjve step, ,iwi,th ti overa. result t)at the action is SuCCe5sfUl. /
xx.

As the defeated party, the D.feadant aust beer the coats ofthe 2.eqal preceedigs piarsuant t 5 84 para. 2 ?atG (Cezm.£‘atents Act) in conjunction with 9 91 pa:a 1 claus. 1 ZPOtGera Code of Civil ‘rocedura]. The acision on provisionalenferceahility is ,as.d on 5 99 gaza. 2. .tG. 709 220.

8auiigartner- Paach Schuster

L

** TOTAL PAGE. 13 **
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Parallel Testing of Parametric Faults in
a Three-Dimensional Dynamic

Random-Access Memory
PINAKI MAZUMDER

Abstraci —This paper presents a testable design of dynamic random-
access memory (DRAM) architecture which allows one to access multiple
cells in a word line simultaneously. The technique utilizes the two-dimen
sional (21)) organization of the DRAM and the resulting speedup of the
coni’entional algorithms is considerable. This paper specifically investi
gates the failure mechanisms in the three-dimensional (3D) DRAM with
trench-type capacitor. As opposed to the earlier approaches for testing
parametric faults that employed sliding diagonal-type tests with O(n5/2)
complexity, the algorithms discussed in this paper are different and have

O([7) complexity, where p is the number of subarrays within the
DRAM chip. These algoritlinis can be applied externally from the chip and
also they can he easily generated for built-in self-test (BIST) applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

S EMICONDUCTOR dynamic random-access memory
(DRAM) is the highest beneficiasy of the rapid growth

of VLSI technology. As the device feature width is decreas
ing every year, the DRAM size is quadrupling every two to
three years. Recently Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
(NTT) Company has announced the development of 16-
Mbit DRAM’s, and by the turn of the decade it is ex
pected that several manufacturers will fabricate 64-Mbit
DRAM’s employing 0.5-sm technology 11]. This enormous
prospect of DRAM development cannot be economically
exploited unless cost-efficient testing strategies are evolved
to arrest the polynomial growth of testing cost with the
increasing DRAM size. Conventional test algorithms like
the sliding diagonal test and the GALDIA are employed to
test the leakage currents and the faults caused by the
variation of processing technology. The sliding diagonal
test, which uses 4N3”2 memory cycles, requires over 8 h to
test the ac parametric faults in a 16-Mbit DRAM chip

of
this paper is to demonstrate how, by employing a new
design-for-testability approach, parametric faults in a
DRAM can be tested in parallel. The new algorithms test
multiple cells in a memory simultaneously and thereby the

Manuscript received December 14, 1987; revised March 23, 1988. This
work was supported in part by the Army Research Office under the URI
program, Contract DAALO3-87-K-0007, and by the Semiconductor
Research Corporation.

The author is with the Center for High-Frequency Microelectronics,
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Ml 48105.

IEEE Log Number 8822147.

overall test complexity is reduced by more than 1000
times.

The problem of parallel testing has been addressed by
other researchers in the past. In order to reduce the test
time McAdams et a!. [2] fabricated a l-Mbit CMOS
three-dimensional (3D) DRAM with design-for test func
tions. They partitioned the memory into eight subarrays
and tested them concurrently. Their scheme simulta
neously writes the same data on eight cells, which are
identically located inside the different subarrays. During a
an.n operation when any of these eight cells is addressed,
all eight cells are simultaneously accessed and their con
tents are compared by using a two-mode 8-bit parallel
comparator. The resulting scheme which compares one cell
from each subarray will be called in this paper inter-sub-
array single-cell comparison (Scheme 1). By using this
scheme they reduced the test time by a factor of 5.2 times.
Shah et al. [31 used a similar 16-bit parallel comparator in
their 4-Mbit DRAM with trench-transistor cell and essen
tially reduced the test time complexity to that of a 256-kbit
DRAM.

You and Hayes [4] have introduced the concept of
parallel testing within the subarrays by applying simulta
neously single-cell inter-subarray comparison over multiple
cells within a subarray. The resulting scheme will be called
here inter-subarray multiple-cell comparison (Scheme 2).
They have reconfigured the memory subarray of size s bits
into an s-bit cyclic shift register where the data recirculate
whenever a READ operation is done. The reconfiguration
was accomplished by introducing pass transistors on the
bit lines which deteriorate both the sensitivity of the sense

amplifier byV(thresholdvoltage..d1heMOS .devices)
and the access time of the DRAM in normal mode of
operation. In order to reduce the routing complexity, it is
desirable to compare the adjacent subarrays only. Thus by
this scheme the occurrence of a fault is detected by com
paring only two cells which are simultaneously read. If
both the cells are identically faulty, it fails to detect the
fault. Moreover, the reconfiguration scheme is tailored to
introduce parallelism in the sliding diagonal test and the
proposed design of parallel testing cannot be adapted for a
large class of functional faults, like coupling and static and
dynamic pattern-sensitive faults [5].

0018-9200/88/0800-0933$0l .00 1988 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Strategies for parallel memory testing. (a) Inter-suharray single-
cell comparIson. (b) Inter-subarray multiple-cell comparison. (c) lntra
suharray multiple-cell comparison.

This paper proposes a design-for-testability approach
which does not make any inter-subarray comparisons. It
writes the same data on multiple cells in a word line of a
subarray in parallel, and in READ mode it compares these
simultaneously written cells within a subarray. The result
ing test scheme is called intra-subarray nu1tzp1e-cell com
parison (Scheme 3). These three schemes are shown in Fig.
1 and compared in Table I. The advantage of the proposed
technique is that it is not constrained to any specific test
procedure and the test vectors can be applied externally or
generated by a built-in self-testing (BIST) circuit. It can
speed up any existing test procedure of 0(n) test length by
a factor of 0(/). The paper investigates the parametric
faults in a DRAM and proposes 0(7) algorithms to
test the different parametric faults. Unlike in [41 the pro
posed technique does not modify the memory plane to
introdueeparallelisnrnrthe diagonaltest,and-therebyihe
normal memory performance (viz., access time, sense-
amplifier sensitivity) does not degrade. The proposed de
sign-for-testability technique employs very little overhead
(only 2/ + p log2n — plog, p + l2p transistors if the
DRAM is organized into p square subarrays each of size

x J7) and needs only one transistor to fit within
the 3X inter-celler pitch width of the vertically integrated
3D DRAM. It will be shown that the modified bit-line
decoders in Scheme 3 need 2 log2 iJiE7 extra transistors in
each subarray to enable parallel access. Each 0/1 detector
used in a subarray to test the occurrence of a fault will be
implemented by 2/7 + 12 transistors. The circuits for
the modified bit-line decoders and the 0/1 detectors are

designed such that each transistor can fit within the pitch
width of the high-density memory.

The rest of the paper has been organized as follows.
Section II proposes a new design-for-testability technique
which allows multiple cells to be tested in one memory
cycle. Section III enumerates the different faults which
occur due to variations in processing technology in a 3D
DRAM; the algorithms for testing these parametric faults
are presented in Section IV. The main contribution of this
work is to propose a design-for-testability technique and to
demonstrate how the parametric faults in a 3D DRAM
using trench-type memory cells can be tested in parallel.

II. DESIGN FOR TESTABILITY

The organization of the testable DRAM with augmented
hardware is shown in Fig. 2. The memory is organized as a
b x w = n matrix, where b is the number of bit lines and w
is the number of word lines. The normal 1-out-of-b de
coder is modified to select multiple bit lines during test
mode. In test mode, it divides the h bit lines into g groups
such that the bit line i belongs to group j. where j =

(mod g). Thus a warm operation in test mode results in
writing the content of the data-in buffer on all cells at the
crosspoints of the selected word line and the bit lines in
group j. In READ mode, the contents of the cells located at
the crosspoints of the selected word-line and bit-line groups
(say j) are read in parallel. Thus, a ZERO or ONE is entered
in the data-out buffer if all the multiple-accessed cells
contain ZERO or ONE, respectively. If the contents of all the
cells are not identical, the data-out buffer may store a
ZERO or ONE. It should be noted that it is not correct to
assume that the resulting operation will be a wired-OR or
wired-AND. On the contrary, it depends on the number of
ZERO’S and ONE’s in the multiple-accessed cells. If almost
all the multiple-accessed cells contain ONE’S except a very
few which contain ZERO’s, then a o will be entered in the
data-out buffer when the cells are read in parallel. A ZERO
would have been entered if almost all the cells contained
ZERO’S and a few cells contained ONE’s. To circumvent this
problem, the contents of all the cells in a group are
compared by a parallel comparator. In the event that all
the cells do not have identical contents, the parallel com
parator triggers arrerror latch to indicatethat a fatilthas
been detected by the test.

In contrast to the bit-line decoder, the word-line decoder
is not modified and word lines are accessed one at a lime.
A parallel-word READ operation is not meaningful because
two or more cells will be sensed by the same sense ampli
fier resulting in a wired-OR or a wired-AND operation. A
parallel-WRITE operation through multiple word lines
would require the sense amplifier to drive many cells at a
time. For a moderate-size DRAM, this introduces high
WRtTE-cycle time delay. By increasing the physical size of
the sense-amplifier driver, delay can be improved to a
certain extent, however this increases power consumption,
and because of its large gate capacitance, sense-amplifier

(a)
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slew rate decreases. Parallel bit-line ann
not stiffer from this drawback.

A. Modified DRAM Circuit

The modified CMOS decoder circuit is shown in Fig. 3.
TransistorsQQTiththetransmissiongat&con
stitute a normal decoder circuit In the clock phase 4, the
transistor Q1 turns on to precharge the common line
connected to the address decoding transistors. If all the
address bits, a0, , are zeros, transistor Q6 pulls up
the OUT to oln, and the corresponding bit line is selected.
The signal EN enables the transmission gate so that the
decoder selects the bit line only after all address lines have
changed. Transistars Q8 and Q9 have been added so that
in the test mode the decoder output can be selected by
applying SELECT= 0 independent of the input address.
In the normal mode of operation, SELECT = 1 and the
decoder output is selected by the address input
a0,•• , ak_I. The operation of the modified decoder is

shown by the voltage waveforms in Fig. 4. The modified
decoder is simulated using SPICE and the degradation in
decoding time due to addition of the extra transistors has
been found to be approximately 0.1 ns.

The parallel comparator, which is essentially a multibit
0/1 detector, monitors the output of sense amplifiers
connectedtobitlines which
detects the concurrent occurrence of either ZERO’S or o’s.

If a selected bit line is different from the others, it triggers
the error latch indicating the occurrence of a fault. Fig. 5
shows the parallel comparator and error detector. The
p-channel transistors T1, . ., 7’,,, —1 are connected in paral
lel and detect concurrent occurrence of ONE in the bit
lines. The n-channel transistors P1,. . ., p. are also con
nected in parallel and detect concurrent occurrence of
ZERO fl the bit lines. Transistors 7 and P0 are the
precharge transistors while transistor m is the discharge
transistor which remains cut off during the precharge
phase and turns on during discharge clock phase 2. Since
the bit lines are divided into g = 2 classes, pass transistors

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THREE PARALLEL TESTING STRATEGIES

Cn(erton Scln,e I Sdteme 2 Scheme 3
Performance —

Parallelimi p O()
Degradation -

at Access Time None Large Negligible
at Scone Ass, Scity None Large Noise

Anthileaute Modification
Decoder Nor Modified Modified Modified

Memory PUnt Nor Modified Modified Not Modified
Comparator Sior One p-bit i,-bit One ‘d-buI

O/I-De(ecior/Subaoray
Rotrang Coenpleaity None Mugs Vsy Low

Reliability Moderate Low, if only two cells very Higb
ate mutually compared;
Moderate. if all p calls
are mutuaUy compared

Fault Coverage Functional arid Ooly Parametnc Functional and
Paissnetsic ‘ ?wseuic

MEMORY ARRAY
M4PLIFIERS Mix

Fig. 2. Testable RAM organization.

and WRITE do
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Fig. 4. Operation of modified decoder circuit.

are introduced so that only the odd or even bit lines are
compared simultaneously. Signals L1 and L, select these
bit lines. Transistors S0, S1, and S2 form a coincidence
detector. If all the selected bit lines are ZERO or ONE, then
either S1 or S2 conducts and the output of the detector is
ZERO. The output of the coincidence detector is connected
to an error latch through the pass transistor S4 which
isolates the error latch during the phase 4)1. It may be
noted that during the precharge phase the transistor S0 will
be directly shorted through the error amplifier if S4 does
not isolate the coincidence detector from the error ampli
fier. During phase 4)2, the output of the coincidence detec
tor is connected to the error amplifier through S4. The
froiailifierOüsi8ts of wasi8ttsP, .V3. The error
latch output is ERROR = 0, when the selected bit lines are
identical. If the bit lines are not identical, then both S1
and S2 remain cut off and the detector output is ONE. This
triggers the error latch to set its output to ERROR = 1.
During the WRITE phase and normal mode of operation,
the error latch is clamped to zero by 114. The error detector
is inhibited by the discharge transistor m during the start
of the READ phase when the sense-amplifier outputs are
not identical because of sluggish changes in some of the
sense amplifiers.

The design-for-testability approach has been applied
over an experimental DRAM chip of 16 kbit. The chip
overhead was found to be less than 1 percent. For multi-

megabit DRAM’s, this overhead will be less than 0.5
percent. The degradation in performance due to the mod
ified decoder was less than 0.2 ns in memory cycle time.
This is slightly larger than the value obtained from SPICE
simulation of the modified decoder.

III. PARAMETRIC FAULTS IN A 3D DRAM

A typical configuration of the 3D trench-type memory
cell [3], [6] with p + sidewall doping is shown in Fig. 6. The
access transistor is a PMOS transistor located within an
n-well diffused over the p + substrate. A deep trench
capacitor extends from the plananzed surface through the
n-well into the p substrate. A conducting strap connects
the p -doped polysilicon storage electrode inside the trench
to the p + source region of the access transistor. With a
thin composite insulator separating the polysilicon from
the bulk silicon surrounding the trench, the storage capaci
tance comes primarily from the portions of the four trench
sidewalk in the p substrate region and the trench bot
tom. Some additional capacitance results from the four
trench walls intersecting the n-well. The grounded p
substrate provides a very solid reference potential to the
capacitor plate. The leakage currents due to process
parameter variation have also been shown in the diagram.
These currents are divided into four components: 1)
weak-inversion current I,, from the storage area to the bit

1iire 2)field-inversion currentIF betweeirthe two ad
jacent cells; 3) gate leakage current I due to pin-hole
defects in the gate oxide; and 4) the dark current 1
between the storage area and the p-type substrate. The
weak-inversion current can degrade a stored ZERO by flow
of minority carriers from the trench capacitor to the posi
tively biased bit lines. Dark current which flows from the
trench capacitor to the p substrate can degrade stored
ONE. It may also be observed that the cell forms a vertical
parasitic FET device which occurs between the storage
node and the substrate along the trench wall, gated by the
node polysilicon as shown in Fig. 6.

The effects of the leakage currents result in parametric
faults such as the bit-line voltage imbalance and the bit-line

Dff

Fig. 3. Modified decoder circuit.

SELECT

4___Normal Mode Operation.—.+..4_._.Test Mode Operation—”

\X
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Fig. 5. Parallel comparator with error detectçr (g 2).

12

Capacitor Inaultator

Fig. 6. 3D trench-type memoly cell.

to word-line crosstalk. The other types of parametric faults
emanate due to a wide variation of timing signals in the
decoding, address buffer, and peripheral circuits, such as
1hseneaxnplifiers incco cttimingbetween decoder
enable, precharge clock, and decoder address signals may
cause multiple-address selection. These parametric faults
are described here briefly.

A. Bit-Line Voltage Imbalance

A typical memory array organization utilizes the dif
ferential amplifiers for sensing the signal partitioning of
each array into two identical subarrays (called left and
right in this paper) as shown in Fig. 7. Each bit line in the
array is split into two halves and they are sensed by a
differential pair of sense amplifiers. One of the cells in
each half acts as a reference cell and its voltage is com

___

Iiers

__ _

W-1 0.5w 0.5w-I 0

Fig. 7. Bit-line voltage imbalance.

pared with the selected cell on the same word line, but on
the other half. Thus in Fig. 7 when a cell in the right half
on the bit line BIt is selected for reading, the reference cell
on left-half bit lin& Bfr is utilized for comparison. The
bit-line voltage in Bfr is clamped to a reference voltage
(which is close to precharge voltage J’,) and is compared
by the sense amplifier with the voltage of the bit-line
voltage B/1, which will be near to the supply voltage if the
selected cell on B/’ contains a ONE, or near to the ground
.potentiaHfthe selected
difference of the voltages between the two bit lines is
larger than a threshold value, the sense amplifier can
correctly distinguish the state of the selected cell during a
ti operation. When most of the cells in the left half of
the memory subarray contain one type data (say, oNE) and
most of the cells in the right half contain the opposite type
data (zERo), during a READ cycle the precharge voltage on
the two halves of the bit lines will be different. This is
illustrated in Fig. 7, where all the cells connected to the bit
line B/- contain o and all the cells connected to the bit
line BIt, except one which is connected to the word line
W, contain ZERO. If the cell containing ONE in the right
half of the memory is read, at first bit lines B/ and B/t

r
L r’ci

I 0b.I1

/
\-J

TO SENSE N,FLIF ERS

BITE LlrE RDUt’E
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will be precharged to a voltage fr. But due to the weak-
inversion currents in the right-half cells, the precharge
level will be degraded to

.5w—i

= If,,
— (1/C,,)

J=o

where CB is the capacitance of the bit line, I, is the
weak-inversion current in Ce,, and r is the time interval for
precharge during READ operation. This is illustrated in Fig.
8. If the weak-inversion currents are sufficiently large, the
degradation in precharge voltage will be sufficiently high,
i.e., v, << V. Consequently, when the word line is
selected to read the content of the cell Ci,, which contains
ONE, the bit-line voltage of B/ will be near to and the
contents of Cif will be read as ZERO by the sense amplifier
(because the ratio of bit-line capacitance and cell capaci
tance is usually greater than 15). This is illustrated in Fig.
7 where the difference in bit-line voltages is very small and
thereby the sense amplifier incorrectly reads the contents
of Ci,.

B. Bit-Line to Word-Line Crosstalk

From Fig. 9 it can be seen that there is an overlap
between the bit line and the word line, since they are
orthogonal to each other. This overlapping forms a cou
pling between the bit lines and the word lines so that when
the bit-line voltages change due to precharging and restor
ing operations during a READ cycle, the unselected word
lines may coupling is
maximum if all the cells in the selected word line contain
ONE and if some of the cells of the coupled unselected
word line contain ZERO, which will be degraded due to the
weak-inversion current of the access transistors. In the
precharging phase, at first the bit-line voltage increases
from ZERO to I”, which is coupled as a noise voltage l’, to
a word line W, where 0j#iw—1. If all the cells in
the word line W contain ONE, then if W’ is selected its
voltage will increase, coupling a noise voltage J’. to W.
The effect of these superimposed noise voltages may gener
ate a sufficient weak-inversion current such that a stored
ZERO in a cell on the unselected word line Jf’ may be
degraded [7].

W1 W1 W5

:*P
Wnivw

C. Single-Ended WRITE

w

In a DRAM employing single-ended WRITE technique, a
single I/O line is used to write into the bit lines. In Fig. 10
it can be seen that writing on the right bit line B,” is
controlled by the I/O line, while writing on the left bit line
B,’- is controlled by the sense amplifier. The ZERO level on
B,” is determined by the input driver, but the ZERO level of
B,’- is determined by the sense amplifiers. Thus the level of
ZERO in the two halves may be different, and this asymme
try may result in pattern-sensitive faults.

D. Multiple Selection

In the decoder circuit in Fig. 3, the precharge clock
and the decoder enable clock *EN should be nonoverlap
ping in the sense that always 4s,, and •EN = 0. If due to
incorrect timing they overlap, multiple selection may oc
cur.

E. Transmission-Line Effect

In two-layer interconnect technology, either the bit lines
or the word lines are made of metal and the other poly
silicon or diffusion. Usually, the poly and diffusion lines
have quadratic signal propagation delay (i.e., the signal
propagation delay in an interconnect of length I is propor
tional to 12, because delay is due to the product of its
resistance and capacitance). Because of the high resistivity
in these interconnects the cells at the periphery of the
chips, away from the sense amplifiers, are delivered a weak
signal and thereby may fail. By inserting the repeaters at

Bitline
Voltage

Fig. 8. Degradation of precharge voltage level due to leakage currents.

Reading Cycle ___--

Fig. 9. Bit-line 10 word-line crosstalk.

Sense Amplifiers

110

(frorrr Bit Line Decoder)

Fig. 10. Single-ended wium.
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suitable intervals, the signal strength and delay may be
improved, but complexity is added to the layout. In order
to check that all the cells in the array satisfy the limits of
the stipulated memory cycle time, the transmission-line
effect should be tested.

6) Read continuously another distinct word line for the entire refresh
interval r5 to check ERROR = 0. This test checks the effect of
temperature rise and tests the dynamic refresh.

7) Use the complementing address sequence from word line W0 until all
word lines are scanned; compare in parallel all even and odd bit lines
to check ERROR = 0.

8) Repeat steps 1—7, with opposite data.

IV. TESTING STRATEGY AND ALGORITHMS

In order to test all of the above faults, it is necessary to
identify the circumstances in which each of them is likely
to be maximum. It can be easily noted that the field-inver
sion current ‘F which occurs between two adjoining stor
age cells is maximum if the four adjacent cells of a base
cell contain opposite data to that of the base cell, i.e., a
checkerboard-type pattern can test the effect of a field-
inversion current. Similarly, the effects of a dark current
and gate short can be tested by the checkerboard pattern,
because the presence of these leakage currents manifests in
the form of cell stuck-at ZERO or ONE. Algorithm 1 is a
parallel version of the checkerboard test, which tests the
above three leakage currents in addition to the parametric
faults due to the single-ended waum and the transmission-
line effects. Since in Algorithm 1 each cell in a word line is
tested for both ZERO and oa.m data, the stuck-at ZERO and
stuck-at ONE faults are also tested. Moreover, if a bit line
or a word line is faulty (namely, broken, stuck to ground,
or cannot be precharged), Algorithm 1 will detect the fault.
It may be noted that a faulty bit line will be incorrectly
compared by the parallel 0/1 detector to set ERROR = 1.
A faulty word line where all the bits are identical may not
be detected by the parallel 0/1 detector. But it can be
easily detected by monitoring the output of the data-out
buffer, if the entire memory is organized into a single
array, otherwise, by mutually comparing the data-out val
ues of all subarrays. It may be added that if the entire
word line is faulty, then the expected value at the data-out
buffer will be different from the obtained one if and only
if the word line is tested for both ZERO and ONE data value.
If a word line is completely fault free, then the expected
value of data will always be the same as the obtained one.
If only one or two bits are faulty in a word line, then the
expected value may be different from the obtained one,
but it will certainly be detected by the 0/1 detector.

Algodulun 1: Parametric Cbeckerhoard Test

1) Use complementing address sequence from word line W0 until all
word lines are scanned; write in two steps a pattern of (01)* if the
word line is even and two steps a pattern of (10)* if the word line is
odd.

2) Freeze the clock for the entire refresh interval r5 for testing static
refresh.

3) Use a complementing address sequence from word line W0 until all
word lines are scanned; compare in parallel all even and odd bit lines
to check ERROR 0.

4) Read continuously any arbitrary word line for the entire refresh
interval to check ERROR 0. This test checks the effect of
temperature rise and tests the dynamic refresh.

5) Use the complementing address sequence from word line W0 until all
word lines are scanned; compare in parallel all even and odd bit lines
to check ERROR 0.

The effect of a weak-inversion current is maximum
when all the cells in a bit line, except one, contain ZERO. If
the cell which contains ONE is addressed for a READ

operation, the weak-inversion currents in other cells will
tend to degrade the precharge level of the bit line and
thereby the cell containing ONE will be sensed as ZERO by
the sense amplifier. Since the bit-line capacitance is typi
cally 10—20 times the capacitance of an individual cell, the
stored ONE may not be sufficient to replenish the degraded
precharge level. The testing strategy needs to test each
memory cell so that when it is ONE all its bit-line neighbors
will contain ZERO.

In order to test the bit-line voltage imbalance, it is
necessary to write ZERO (ONE) on the cells at the bit line on
the left half of the subarray and write ONE (ZERO) on the
cells at the bit line on the right half of the subarray. Thus
the test to detect the weak-inversion current can be utilized
to test the bit-line voltage imbalance by testing the left and
right subarrays with opposite background data. It may be
noted that the test also detects faults due to single-ended
WRITE. Algorithm 2 tests all the above faults.

Algorithm 2 Parallel Parametric Walking Test

1) Initialize the entire memory writing zasto in all locations.
2) Select two arbitrary word lines W1 and 14’ and read them alternately

for one refresh interval. Check if the ERROR = 0 during the entire
refresh interval.

3) For all word lines starting from W0, compare in parallel all even and
odd bit lines to cheek ERROR = 0.

4) Initialize the entire memory, writing ONE in all locations.
5) Select two arbitrary word lines and and read them alter

nately for one refresh interval. Check if the ERROR —0 during the
entire refresh interval.

6) For all word lines starting from W0, compare in parallel all even and
odd bit lines to check ERROR -0.

7) Initialize the memory such that the left subarray contains ZERO in
all locations and right subarray contains ONE in all locations.

8) For all word lines starting from W, do the following: i) write a
pattern of (01) in the selected word line; ii) parallel compare and
check if ERROR jp)Jmtialize all the cells in the selected word
line to ZERO if it is on left half, otherwise to osts.

9) For all word lines starting from %, do the following: i) write a
pattern of (10) in the selected word line; ii) parallel compare and
check if ERROR 0; iii) initialize all the cells in the selected word
line to ZERO if it is on left half, otherwise to ONE.

10) Repeat steps 7—9 with complementary bit patterns.

Algorithm 3, which runs a marching pattern of ONE at

the background of ZERO and a marching pattern of ZERO at
the background of ONE in each word line, will detect the
multiple-access faults in the word-line decoder by compar
ing the READ data with the expected data. Since the al
gorithm employs parallel writing by accessing all the even
bit lines and odd bit lines in a single memory cycle,
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Fmilt Type Ajecolilan I Alaoñltoo 2 AtioflhIao 3
We-tgiyenloo Caries No Yes Yet
FieId.lnveisioo Cumot Yes No No

DszkCsmenq Yes No No
Gate Sbo,i Yes Yes Yes

Multiple Selection No No Yes
Single-Eed Woes Yes Yes Yes

Bit-Lion VolIae Imbalance No Yes No
I Line to Wool Line Croslalk J No L Yes No

Tranonon-Line Effect J Yes L No N9

multiple access in the bit-line decoder will not be tested by
Algorithm 2. A separate algorithm is needed to test the
bit-line decoders and is given in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Bit-Line and Word-Line Decoder Test

/ Bit-Line Decoder Muitiple Access Test 5/

1) Write in parallel ZERO in all cells on the arbitrarily selected word line
Wi.

2) Read and compare in parallel all the cells on
3) Starting from the cell at the crosspoint of B and li, for each cell on

at first write oNE and read the cell (one cell at a time in
ascending order of the bit line).

4) Starting from the cell at the crosspoint of B - and l+,, for each
cell on W,, at first write Or’SE and read the cell (One cell at a time in
descending order of the bit line).

/0 Word-Line Decoder Multiple Access Test 0/

5) Write in parallel ZERO in all cells on the bit line B.
6) Read and compare in parallel all the cells on B1.
7) Starting from the cell at the crosspoint of W0 and B, for each cell on

B, at first write ONE and read the cell (one cell at a time in ascending
order of the word line).

8) Starting from the cell at the crosspoint of W and B,, for each
cell on B,, at first write ONE and read the cell (one cell at a time in
descending order of the word line).

It can be seen that Algorithm takes altogether lOwi-,1
+6’rR time to complete all the steps, where 1’,4 is the
average memory cycle time and TR is the refresh interval.
Algorithm 2 takes 20w’t-4 +ZTR time to test the entire
DRAM. Finally, Algorithm 3 takes (4w +2)1A time to test
the multiple-access faults in the decoder logic. Hence,
altogether (34w +2)TA + 8R time is needed to test all the
parametric faults in the DRAM. Table 11 depicts the
different types of parametric faults and how those are
covered by these algorithms.
The-above algorithms are-testedat- the Tated maximum
and minimum power-supply voltages. But, in addition to
the worst-case measurements, it is necessary to test the
memory when the supply voltage changes rapidly due to
an impressed noise voltage. Noise spikes have high slew
rates and they may occur during a READ or WRITE memory
cycle causing the operation to fail. If the effect of the noise
spike is to lower the supply voltage, the capacitive bias of
the dynamic logic may be higher than the supply bias, and
this may result in a failure of a READ or WRITE operation.
Similarly, if the noise spike increases the supply voltage to
a high value, the capacitive bias voltage may be sufficiently
lower than the supply bias resulting in a faulty READ or
WRITE operation. In order to test the effect of this power-

supply voltage transition, the entire memory should be
tested for both the cases when the supply voltage rapidly
increases and again when it quickly decreases. The typical
slew rate is about a few microseconds. Algorithm 4 tests
the memory for the above faults.

Algorithm 4: Power-Supply Voltage Transition Test

V. CONCLUSIONS

The main objective of this paper is to propose a mod
ified DRAM architecture which enhances the speed for
testing the occurrence of parametric faults in the 3D
DRAM employing trench-type capacitor. A novel testable
architecture is proposed to test multiple cells in a word line
simultaneously resulting in a speedup by a factor of
O(/7’). The testable design has been proposed to fit
within the mterceller pitch width of 3X in the 3D DRAM.
It employs only an additional 2/ + p log, n

—
p log2 p

+ 12p transistors and has very low overhead. Above all,
the technique is not tailored to test only one specific test
procedure and it can speed up the conventional test al
gorithms for functional faults [8]—[1O].

A number of parametric faults, that manifest due to a
variation of processing parameters and also due to a
critical circuit design, are enumerated in this paper.
Leakage currents in a 3D DRAM have been identified,
anz[test test iIi
the faults due to these leakage currents. In addition to the
faults due to leakage currents, circuit-related design weak
nesses (like the multiple selection, single-ended write, etc.)
are also tested by the algorithms described here. The
effects of rapid supply-voltage transitions, which cause a
faulty READ or WRiTE due to disparity in capacitive volt
ages in the dynamic logic and the supply bias, are compre
hensively tested in this paper. Unlike the earlier ap
proaches [11], [12] which employed diagonal tests having
O(n’/’) complexity, the algorithms described here have
O(l7) complexity, and thereby a dramatic improve
ment by a factor proportional to the size of the DRAM
can be achieved. For a 16-Mbit DRAM organized into 16

TABLE II
ALGORITHMS AND THEIR COVERAGE OF PARAMETRIC FAULTS

1) Write in parallel ZERO in the entire memory at maximum supply
voltage.

2) For all word lines starting from W0, do the following: i) write a
pattern of (01) in the selected word line at maximum supply
voltage; ii) rapidly reduce the supply voltage to minimum; iii) paral
lel compare and check if ERROR 0.

3) For all word lines starting from W . do the following: i) write a
pattern of (l0) in the selected word line at maximum supply
voltage; ii) rapidly reduce the supply voltage to minimum; iii) paral
lel compare and check if ERROR 0.

4) Write in parallel ZERO in the entire memory at minimum supply
voltage.

5) For all word lines starting from W5, do the following: i) write a
pattern of (01)0 in the selected word line at minimum supply voltage;
ii) rapidly increase the supply voltage to maximum; iii) parallel
compare and check if ERROR 0.

6) For all word lines starting from W.1,do the following: I) write a
pattern of (l0) in she selected word line at minimum supply voltage;
ii) rapidly increase the supply voltage to maximum; iii) parallel
compare and check if ERROR = 0.
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quadrants, the diagonal test algorithm will need more than
a few hours as opposed to the proposed algorithms which
will need only a few milliseconds. Moreover, the fault
coverage by these algorithms is far superior to that of the
diagonal test procedure. It may also be noted that these
algorithms can be easily generated for built-in self-test
(BIST) applications.
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